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Multiple choice questions  
(numbers in brackets indicate the number of correct answers) 
 
Chain termination DNA sequencing 
Requires a DNA polymerase    
Uses trideoxynucleotides     
Requires two primers          
Uses chemical degradation of DNA   
Can be automated     
Uses single-stranded DNA        (3) 
 
PCR is used for 
reverse transcribing RNA into DNA   
digesting proteins     
digesting DNA     
copying plasmids     
amplifying DNA          
amplifying proteins         (1) 
      
A crossing-over 
Can occur early in meiosis    
Can occur late in meiosis    
Involves 8 chromatids     
Involves 2 chromosomes    
Results in exchange of DNA segments  
Is the basis of physical mapping       (3) 
 
The shotgun method 
Is used in sequencing of genomes     
Requires computers       
Yields a genome sequence      
Is normally used with large genomes     
Is slower than other genome sequencing approaches     (3)
    
Chromosome walking 
Is used in genetic mapping      
Can be used to close physical sequence gaps   
Occurs in mitosis      
Requires a genomic DNA library    
Can be done by PCR          
Is used in fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)     (2) 
 
Expressed sequence tags (ESTs)  
Are random genomic sequences    
Are usually larger than 2000 bp    
Are cDNA sequences      
Can be used as genome markers    
Are repeat sequences         (2) 
 



A genome marker 
Must occur as multiple alleles  
Must be a repeated DNA sequence  
Must be a unique DNA sequence  
Must be at least 50 bp long        
Must be less than 1000 bp long       (1) 
 
Linkage analysis 
Is used in physical mapping    
Utilizes genomic libraries    
Is primarily used with prokaryotes   
Is based on recombination frequencies  
Requires linked genes         (2) 
 
Physical mapping 
Requires large numbers of organisms    
Utilizes genomic libraries     
Is less accurate than genetic mapping    
Detects polymorphic DNA sequences   
Uses restriction fragment polymorphisms (RFLPs)      (1) 
 
Most transcripts in cells are 
t-RNAs      
mRNAs      
ribosomal RNAs     
repeat elements     
small nuclear RNAs         (1) 
 
    
          Total: (19) 
 
 
 
In addition: 
Multiple choice and short answer questions from chapters 3 and 4 of the Genomes 3 
textbook. 


